Un Parco tra uomo e natura

M. Malpertuso

appointed by UNESCO.

You always have to be very careful because of the different levels of the ground. The paths may slope steeply down upwards and in the open spots, especially the areas overlooking sea. Due to uneven ground and in some places we would recommend suitable footwear. In bad weather caution parts of footpath no 2 are closed for safety reasons as there is a risk of landslides.

Area Marina Protetta delle Cinque Terre

The territory of the Cinque Terre is the result of a thousand years of work by peasant farmers who transformed the steep cliffs into fertile terraces for the cultivation of vines and the production of famous wine. The delicate balance between the natural elements and human actions has created a unique scenery, is included in the list of cultural assets belonging to the “World Heritage” appointed by UNESCO.

Parco Nazionale delle Cinque Terre

Carta dei sentieri / Map of footpaths

Zone A

Le zone A rappresentano le aree di maggiori gruppi naturalistici (Punta Mesco e Capo di Monterosso) e sono delimitate da linee di demarcazione goffre.

Zone B

Le zone B individuano una fascia di rispetto della zona A (Punta Mesco e Capo di Monterosso) e bordurano da yellow marker lines.

Zone C

La zona C include e collega i due panoramiche ponendo un’interazione e fa uso uno stato area di fondi salassi e rocciosi.

Zone C includes and links the two most distant headlands and allows both the observation and protection of a wide area characterized by alternating rocky and sandy bottom.